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MINIMUM PRICING - MAIN FINDINGS















Discriminates against imported alcoholic drinks, most of which come from EU States.
Likely to have little effect on alcohol consumption by hazardous and harmful drinkers the main stated target.
Imposes substantial costs on consumers - likely cost to average household £68 p.a.
Will reduce consumer welfare and impose significant deadweight losses.
Will make sale of alcohol more profitable - windfall to alcohol retailers. UK wide
estimated increase in profits £1.2 - £2.2 billion.
Benefits in terms of health, crime, unemployment and productivity limited.
Costs (mainly borne by consumers) likely to exceed any benefits, even when increased
profits are included.
Produces the same appreciable distortion of competition as a cartel. If retailers and/or
producers operated such a cartel it would clearly be in breach of Article 101(1) TFEU
and would not satisfy Article 101(3).
Evidence does not support public interest justification for minimum pricing.
More effective ways of reducing alcohol consumption that are less restrictive of
competition and trade .
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EVIDENCE POINTS TO FALL IN ALCOHOL
CONSUMPTION.
Scotland - Units of Pure Alcohol Sold per capita
(Persons 16+)
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Alcohol consumption falling.
(See Chart).
Alcohol related hospital
discharges down. 2010/11
10% lower than in 2007/08.
Scottish Government has
introduced range of measures
to reduce alcohol consumption
e.g. prohibition on special
promotions (2 for price of 1).
Excise duties increased
significantly since 2008.
“Affordability” due to past tax
policy which has been
reversed.
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MINIMUM PRICING DISCRIMINATES AGAINST IMPORTS















Protects UK producers against loss of competitiveness from exchange rate rise. Higher exchange rate would
normally lower import prices but minimum pricing protects domestic producers.
New (imported) entrants and/or new products could not use low price promotions as a marketing tool.
Discriminates against imported wines vis-à-vis UK wines which have lower alcohol content – gives UK wine
producers much greater scope to run low-price promotions. Would distort investment incentives encouraging
expansion of less efficient UK wine industry especially if minimum pricing applied UK wide.
Discriminates against (imported) wines in favour of (domestic) beer. Encourages shift from off- to on-trade.
Most wine sold off-trade while most beer sold on-trade. ECJ found UK excise duty regime discriminated
against imported wine in favour of domestic beer. Minimum pricing will have same effect.
Some evidence that the price of imported beers will increase by more than most domestic brands.
May disadvantage imported brandy relative to domestically produced whisky with its higher production costs.
May disadvantage some imported spirits relative to RTDs.
May adversely affect price of certain spirits imported in bulk.
UK cider market dominated by domestic producers. Recent entry by imports, (mainly Ireland and Sweden)
based on substantial price promotions. Such measures would be outlawed.
Discounters Aldi and Lidl (non-UK owned) and their suppliers affected more than UK owned retail multiples.
Could be increased to protect UK producers if UK cost inflation exceeded that in other EU Member States.
If non-UK producers become more efficient (due to innovation) could not pass on cost savings. Also true of
lower cost entrants.
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BENEFITS LIMITED AND UNCERTAIN.
Impact on consumption by harmful and
hazardous drinkers overstated due to
misinterpretation of price elasticity data.
 Claimed benefits may be overstated by a factor
of 2.
 Impact on health costs, crime, unemployment
and productivity likely to be limited.
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POTENTIAL EFFECT ON TRADE.
UK Alcohol Imports £m
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UK imported £4.23
billion worth of alcoholic
drinks in 2011.
Almost £3 billion (70%)
from EU,
Estimated that Scottish
drinks imports in 2011
amounted to £355m
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THE VERDICT
Minimum pricing will discriminate against imports
from other Member States.
 Alleged benefits in terms of health, crime,
unemployment and productivity overstated.
 Cost to consumers exceeds benefits even if
increased retailer profits are counted as a benefit.
 Alternative measures to reduce alcohol
consumption which are likely to be more effective.
 Case for minimum pricing at best – NOT PROVEN.
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THANK YOU.

